Build unique solutions with IBM Build Lab

Jump-start your hybrid cloud and embeddable AI skills to create unique solutions with IBM

Unlock the power of AI and minimize the roadblocks to hybrid cloud adoption such as skills, resources, risk and cost. As our partner, the IBM Build Lab will help you maximize the business and technical impact of open hybrid cloud.

You can build solutions that can run virtually on any platform, open new market opportunities and gain a competitive advantage with this specialized, high-value program available exclusively to partners that embed IBM technology.

What this means for you

The IBM Build Lab team acts as a guide and collaborator whether you are migrating or modernizing your solution for hybrid cloud, embedding AI into your solution or validating your solution with IBM Cloud for Financial Services®. You will be able to leverage the greatest benefits of IBM technologies such as Red Hat® OpenShift®, IBM Cloud Pak®, IBM Watson® and the IBM Cloud® platform in the solution while acquiring critical skills your teams need to expedite development.

How we work with you

IBM’s Build Lab provides you with technical resources, experts and support to accelerate co-creation of your solution with embedded IBM technology.

From hands-on support for technical architecture validation to assistance in solution migration, we are dedicated to guide and help you maximize the value of open hybrid cloud and AI built on or with IBM technology.

Learn more →
Build with us

**Proof of concept**
Validate assumptions and dependencies as part of your overall solution using IBM technology.

**Minimum viable product**
Co-create a working prototype or application with IBM technology, in support of your solution.

**Whiteboard sessions**
Define your migration activities and deployment scope in architecture centric planning sessions.

**Solution workshops**
Dive deep into how strategic technologies such as Red Hat OpenShift, IBM embeddable AI and IBM Cloud for Financial Services can accelerate the delivery of your solution.

**Go to market**
Work with us to on-board your solution to IBM’s marketplace catalogs.

Turn ideas into solutions.
Build your next solution with IBM.

Reach out to your primary IBM contact to learn more.

Let’s create something that changes everything.